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References


(Book with an organization as author / Book with a subtitle / Book where the author is also the publisher)


(Blog post)


(Article with three authors / Article with only an issue number, no volume number / Article without DOI—URL of journal home page used)


(Entry in an edited reference book / Entry with no author / Book with an edition other than the first / Book with multiple volumes)


(Informally published web document / No publication date)

(Article in a journal with separate paging / Article without DOI—URL of journal home page used)


(Article in a weekly magazine / Article with only an issue number—no volume number)


(Video in DVD format)


(Article with no author / Article in a journal with separate paging / Article without DOI—URL of journal home page used)


(Book with two authors / Title with a subtitle)


(Newspaper article / Title with multiple subtitles)


(Video podcast / No author listed)

http://psychology.wikia.com/wiki/Leadership

(Entry in a wiki / Entry with no author / No publication date available / Retrieval date used because the source material in a wiki may change)


(PowerPoint slides)

Locke, J. (1690a). An essay concerning humane understanding (Vol. 1). Retrieved from

https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/10615

(Entire book from an online library / Additional title by the same author also published in 1690)

Locke, J. (1690b). An essay concerning humane understanding (Vol. 2). Retrieved from

https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/10616

(Entire book from an online library / Additional title by the same author also published in 1690)


Schindler’s list [Motion picture]. United States: Universal.

(Motion picture)


Retrieved from http://businesstoday.intoday.in/

(Article’s title contains a proper noun and an acronym / Article with no volume number, issue number, or page numbers)


(Article in a popular magazine)

(Revised edition of a book)


(Electronic version of a print book)


(Chapter in an edited book / Book with multiple volumes each having distinct names)


(Streaming video)


(Audio podcast)


(Article with two authors / Article in a journal with continuous paging / Article with a sub-title / Article with DOI)

(Article with more than seven authors / Article in a journal with continuous paging / Article with DOI)


(Message posted to an online discussion forum)


(Unpublished manuscript)
REMINDERS:

- When citing a secondary source, include in the reference list only the source in which the secondary work was discussed

  **Example:**
  
  **Reference:**

  **In-text:**
  Roberto, Schwartz, and Brownell (2009) observed that when menu labels are prominently displayed, customers will, with some regularity, select food and with fewer calories (as cited in Yang & Nichols, 2011).

- Emails, telephone conversations, correspondence, memos, interviews, etc. do not have entries in a reference list because they do not provide recoverable data. However, they do need to be cited in text listing the person’s name and the specific date.

  **Examples:**
  Technology is only as good as the people who use it (M. Davis, personal communication, March 13, 2010).
  
  Mark Davis (personal communication, March 13, 2010) noted that technology is only as good as the people who use it.

- When citing from the Bible, a reference list entry is not required--only an in-text citation is needed that includes the version of the Bible used

  **Example:**
  Deuteronomy 25:15 (New International Version)